LOOKING TO STREAM LIVE AND HISTORICAL VIDEO, TRACKING, GPS AND OTHER VEHICLE DATA DIRECTLY BACK TO YOUR COMPANY HEADQUARTERS?

Then you need to speak with the vehicle CCTV experts.

With a wide range of vehicle camera solutions, including hardware and a Microsoft Azure Cloud-based IoT software platform.

**VCS MULTI-CHANNEL SOLUTIONS PROVIDE:**

**Features:**
- 4G Live streaming video
- Remote access to historic footage
- Multiple cameras – 1 to 24 cameras
- 1080p/720p resolution
- Up to 3 months on demand footage
- Relays for indicators to trigger monitor (Blind spot and reversing)
- In-vehicle 7-inch touchscreen monitor

**Optional modules:**
- Cyclist Detection Systems
- Audible alert for left turn/reverse
BENEFITS:

- Improve driver behaviour and reduce fuel and vehicle costs
- Reduce insurance costs and claims
- Fight fraud with disputed claims falling to less than 1%
- Claims settled faster with video footage
- Improve driver and public safety
- Enhance employee and vehicle security
- Improve duty of care and compliance

www.vcs.systems  0333 009 0456  info@vcs.systems